
 

SCRA Executive Committee March 2019 Meeting 
MINUTES 

Date: March 18, 2019                           Time: 3pm to 4:30pm CST                                                  Location: conference call 

Attendance  Present Absent 
Brad Olson (President) (President) X  
Yolanda Suarez-Balcazar (Past President) X  
Susan Torres Harding (President Elect) X  
Jim Cook (Treasurer)  X  
Elizabeth Thomas (Secretary) X  
Dina Birman (Representative to Council)  X 
Melissa Strompolis (Member at Large (Membership & Awards)) X  
Carolyn Joyce Tompsett (Member at Large (APA)) X  
Noe Chavez (Member at Large (Membership & Awards)  X 
Scot Evans (Regional Network Coordinator) X  
Jesica Siham Fernández (Representative from CERA)  X 
Erin Godly-Reynolds (Student Representative) X  
Joy Agner (Student Representative)  X 
Simon Coulombe (Council on Education)  X  
Nicole Freund (Representative from Practice Council) X  
Chris Keys (Representative from Research Council) X  
Anne Bogat (Chair, Publications Committee) X  
Nicole Allen (Editor, AJCP) X  
Susan Wolfe (Editor, TCP) X  
Jean Hill (Executive Director) X  
   

Agenda 
 
1. Roll Call (Elizabeth) 
 
2. Approval of January 2019 EC Minutes and February 2019 EC Minutes (Elizabeth)  
 
In favor: 15 
Opposed: 0 
Abstained: 0 
 
 
 
 



3. Items for Discussion and Updates from EC Members  
 
          a.  Online textbook (Anne) 
 
The online textbook team submitted a new proposal for creating a new membership category “student 
associate member.” Discussion of the EC centered on a benefit that would include all membership benefits 
except for those that would require logging in to the website. This category would be open to all 
undergraduates, not just those who take a quiz associated with the textbook.  
 
The EC decided to approve the proposal and evaluate the project for a year. The approval of the proposal 
is contingent on a vote of the membership to approve a change of the by-laws for a new category of 
membership.  
 
In favor: 15 
Opposed: 0 
Abstained: 0 
 
 
         b. Request from Research Council (Chris) 
 
Chris presented a request from the research council related to fundraising (See Appendix B). EC members 
asked clarifying questions. Jean reported new information from APA on “passive requests” for donations, 
and Brad asked that we include a discussion about how to build on this information in a future EC 
meeting. She also reported that funds that are donated for a designated cause, e.g., student travel, are used 
to offset costs allocated in the budget by the EC. They do not represent additional allocations. 
 
Given new information from APA, Chris accepted a friendly amendment that the proposal only include 
passive, rather than active requests.  
 
The EC decided to approve the proposal, evaluate it over the next year, and codify in P&P if appropriate. 
 
In favor: 11 
Opposed: 3 
Abstained: 1 
 
c. Members at Large - Awards (Melissa and Susan T.H.) 
 
Susan T.H. presented the recommendation for the Distinguished Practice award.  
 
The EC approved the recommendation.  
 
In favor: 14 
Opposed: 2 
Abstained:  
 
(one member joined late, thus the difference in the total vote count) 
 
Melissa will send Elizabeth information on the awards to be included in the MWM Briefing Book.  



	 	

 
4. Follow up to EC Midwinter Meeting 2019 (all) 
 
Simon shared plans for the pre-biennial meeting for program directors in June 2019. The morning session 
will focus on challenges faced by program directors and the afternoon will focus on action planning 
around priorities. Jean offered to support the registration process for the meeting.  
 
Simon asked the executive committee to participate in the meeting and offer support.  
 
5. 2019 Biennial Meeting Update (Brad and Jean) 
 
EC members asked questions about housing/hotels, and Jean reported that information would be added to 
the website in the next week.  
 
Erin reported that there are many more applications for student travel grants that can be funded.  
 
 



	

Appendix A 
 
Dear SCRA Executive Committee: 
We would very much appreciate the proposal below being considered by the SCRA Executive 
Committee.  The genesis of this proposal arose during implementation discussions regarding providing 
free SCRA student membership for those students passing a quiz after reading the online Introductory 
Community Psychology textbook. We now would like to propose an alternative plan, due to 
implementation obstacles encountered, regarding a limit on the number of members that could be offered 
our journal, AJCP, as there could be contractual issues with the publisher if we went over the 2,000 cap for 
access to the journal.  We think this proposal it is a better solution than allowing free student membership 
to just the first 200 people who successfully pass our quiz, which could be unwittingly perceived by some 
as having commercial attributes of a “marketing” approach. 
 
Proposal 
 
We propose that any interested undergraduate students be provided “Student Associate Member” status 
and free access to all the SCRA resources except the AJCP journal. This proposal has the following 
advantages: 
 
1. This policy will avoid contractual problems with Wiley regarding exceeding the number of members 
who would have access to AJCP. 
 
2. As only about 1% of our members are undergraduates, providing those are interested access to SCRA 
membership might substantially increase the number of students who become active and committed to 
SCRA, and possibly enhance future membership in our organization. As membership has plateaued for 
many years, and is still below what it was in the mid-1980s, we believe our proposal might recruit a new 
generation of members by having undergraduates become active in our organization at an early point in 
their training. Additionally, many undergraduates in psychology are unaware of the field’s existence, and 
having a connection with SCRA could cement commitment to social justice, research and action, all while 
increasing overall visibility collegiately. 
 
3. Although this policy will not grant undergraduates access to AJCP, many will still have access to AJCP 
through their academic libraries.  
 
4. At the current time, undergraduates are only required to pay $15 for two years of membership which 
includes access to the electronic AJCP journal.  Those undergraduate students who want to secure 
electronic access to AJCP could continue to do so by paying $15 which would entitle them to AJCP. 
 
5. Students reading any introductory textbook can be granted undergraduate student membership, and 
therefore, this avoids any potential favoritism regarding the online free undergraduate textbook.   
 
6. Undergraduate student member status would provide access to the following resources:  

• Opportunities for students to be active participants (e.g., Representatives on the Executive 
Committee, Student Regional Coordinators, presentations at regional Eco-Community conferences, 
members of the Editorial Board of the AJCP, contributors to TCP, the society newsletter); 



• Access to unique student benefits, e.g., travel awards to biennial conferences, scholarships to 
support students on their research projects, dissertation awards recognizing outstanding student 
contributions; 

• Access to The Community Psychologist, which contains the latest news from SCRA's leadership 
and members, as well as opportunities for professional development and collaboration; 

• Involvement in formal and informal meetings at regional and national conferences; 
• Participation in Interest Groups, Councils and Committees; 
• Access to SCRA listservs for active and continuous interaction about resources and issues in 

community research and action; 
• Access to the members section of the SCRA website, which includes resources for teaching, 

practice, research, and policy; employment information; notices of regional conferences; links to 
international community psychology organizations; and member blogs; 

• Opportunities to apply for small grants and awards to support and recognize the diverse work of 
community psychologists; 

• Access to the online Membership Directory which features hundreds of contacts; 
• Opportunities for on-going professional development (e.g., individual and group mentoring, 

trainings, and consultation via an early career listserv).  
• A reduced rate (75% off) for an individual subscription to the Journal of Prevention and 

Intervention in the Community; 
• Reduced membership dues for members of The Global Alliance for Behavioral Health and Social 

Justice (http://www.bhjustice.org). 
 
It could be argued that offering undergraduates an “undergraduate student affiliate” status in our 
organization would be less cumbersome to implement. But we would urge the SCRA Executive 
Committee to consider title of “student associate member”.  We want the undergraduates to be members 
and have access to almost all SCRA resources. In the last email received from Jean Hill, it was mentioned 
that “All active members have access log in to the SCRA website, and anyone logged into the website has 
access to AJCP online.”  
 
The key question is who provides Wiley the number of accounts that are capped at 2,000.  If a person at 
SCRA regularly sends Wiley the names and contact information of new members who are to receive the 
hard copy journal (and this probably already has to occur as undergraduate student membership only 
entitles these members to an electronic version of AJCP), those who are on the student associate 
membership without AJCP access would just not have their names sent to Wiley.  
 
If students are to have a log in, there are two ways to deal with this issue. First, a person who logs into the 
SCRA website as a member could then if wanting to get into AJCP, could have a separate log in that only 
allowed those who paid get access. Essentially, the login for SCRA’s main website and the pre-existing 
login page for AJCP would be separated, which would allow the authorized logins for AJCP to be 
exclusively paying members. Another viable solution is that there could be a block put on the new student 
associate members so that they would not have access to this AJCP feature. This does occur in many 
websites with a free membership offered to some individuals and a paid membership to others.  The least 
attractive option is not to provide student associate members a login, then they would have access to all 
other features available, but would not be able to secure access to AJCP by the website. 
 
We believe that the word “affiliate or associate” without the word “member” is a less attractive and 
appealing term than “student associate member.”  On its own, many students will not really understand 



what an affiliate is, which is defined in the following way “officially attach or connect (a subsidiary group 
or a person) to an organization.”  Without the word “member”, some students might think of affiliate as 
meaning they are a second-class citizen, and in an organization that studies how titles and words convey 
notions of power, it would be better to provide our newest and most vulnerable potential members more 
equal status at our table. We believe that associate implies more inclusivity than the word affiliate. Such an 
action might be important to generating enthusiasm and commitment to listing their title on vitas and 
resumes, and becoming more actively involved in our organization. 
 
We	recognize	that	what	is	being	asked	for	will	create	some	organizational	challenges,	but	we	do	feel	
that	the	risks	might	be	very	well	worth	this	effort	to	tackle	the	issue	of	potentially	bringing	in	a	new	
generation	of	undergraduates	into	our	organization. 

 
Sincerely,	
	
Lenny,	Olya,	Katie,	Jack	
	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	



 

Appendix	B	

Research	Council	Request	for	Inclusion	in	SCRA	Fund	Raising	Efforts	

	

The	SCRA	Research	Council	asks	to	be	included	in	SCRA	fund	raising	efforts	given	its	critical	need	for	
program	support.	The	Council	seeks	to	strengthen	the	capacity	of	SCRA	and	its	members	to	
contribute	new	knowledge	to	our	understanding	of	communities,	community	psychology	
phenomena	and	social	change.	Therefore,	the	Council	has	launched	the	SCRA	Research	Scholars	
(formerly	Fellows)	Program	to	advance	the	careers	of	promising,	untenured	community	psychology	
faculty	on	the	tenure	track	in	community	graduate	programs	in	universities.	The	Council	is	also	
offering	sessions	at	the	Biennial	on	how	to	compete	effectively	for	research	grants	and	how	to	
navigate	the	promotion	and	tenure	process.	The	Council	is	also	working	with	the	SCRA	Mentoring	
Task	Force	to	shape	the	mentoring	available	at	the	Biennial	and	perhaps	beyond,	so	it	is	maximally	
beneficial.	

However,	since	the	current	budget	of	SCRA	is	drastically	smaller	than	previously	and	seems	likely	
not	to	increase,	the	Council	has	had	to	curtail	its	funding	of	SCRA	Research	Scholars	by	50%	in	2019	
(from	$10,000	to	$5,000),	notwithstanding	the	outstanding	response	to	the	first	call	for	applicants	
which	left	more	than	75%	of	the	talented	applicants	unfunded.	We	can	reasonably	anticipate	that	the	
number	of	applicants	will	remain	the	same	or	increase	as	the	program	becomes	better	known.	
Clearly,	the	Council	will	need	additional	funds	to	mount	a	Research	Scholars	Program	to	be	fully	
effective	for	SCRA	and	the	members	who	apply.	Moreover,	we	expect	some	future	Council	efforts	will	
also	require	modest	funding	to	be	determined	as	they	develop.	

Therefore,	we	ask	that	henceforth	the	Research	Council	be	included	in	SCRA’s	fund	raising	efforts	
both	passive	and	active.	At	present,	such	involvement	would	take	the	form	of	making	passive	
requests	for	support.	In	particular,	we	would	request	support	for	the	SCRA	Research	Scholars	
Program.	We	would	suggest	adding	this	option	to	those	offered	individuals	who	are	applying	for	or	
renewing	their	SCRA	membership,	registering	for	the	Biennial	and	reading	the	TCP	and	AJCP,	etc.		

Council	members	are	happy	to	work	with	others	in	SCRA	to	coordinate	and	facilitate	these	efforts.	
Thank	you	for	your	attention	to	this	request.	

	

 


